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FinOps 
Gain Control of Azure Cloud Spend 
While Aligning IT with the Business  

With the cloud comes new capabilities, but also new challenges. Protera’s integrated FinOps services create a 
baseline for comprehensive governance of Azure cloud cost, with managed services to enable continuous 
optimization monitoring, reporting, and actions.

Protera Comprehensive Managed FinOps 

FinOps is more essential than ever to manage the complexities involved in operating an enterprise-level business 
in a digital environment. Following FinOps best practices will reduce complexity and bring clarity, alignment, and 
financial accountability to cloud spend.  

By partnering with Protera, your FinOps and IT governance strategy will be designed and maintained in the cloud, 
driving organizational efficiencies to boost performance across the business. The results are the optimization of 
environments, waste and cost reduction, and improved efficiency. 

Protera FinOps Services Include:

Monthly Reporting

-Spend overview by sub and service
-map sub to business unit
-top spend by category

Monthly Spend Deltas

-New servers /systems
-Organic growth
-Month to month change in
category/ service area

On-Demand Spend

-Reserved Instance Coverage
-Savings Plan Coverage
-Decision making by environment /
capability
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Continuous Improvement &Operatio
ns

Optimization

-Right Sizing recommendations
-Server
-Storage
-Snapshot utilization
-Instance Life-cycling
-PaaS Utilization

Operate

-Continuous Improvement /
Remediation
-Budget & Capacity Planning
-AI Ops based Alerting
-Implementation
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Schedule now 
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Regain control of cloud spend with Protera today

Extend the unmatched customer service that Protera is known for across your entire IT organization. Engage 
with Protera to accelerate your FinOps program today. 

Results Driven FinOps with Protera

Chemicals

Manufacturing 

Oil, Gas & Energy 

47% decrease in cloud spend in 8-months, 34% decrease
in VMs, 10% decrease in total TB

$100K+ annual savings by implementing FinOps blueprint
to evaluate, redesign and optimize manual processes from 
the shop floor to the end customer

$50K monthly savings by moving non-prod backups from
globally redundant storage to locally redundant storage

Trusted for over 25 years
Protera has been managing our client’s data and assets for over 20 
years. As a globally certified SAP partner, SOC I and SOC II certified, 
Protera is a Microsoft AI Cloud Solution Partner with specializations 
in SAP on Azure, Windows Server and SQL Sever Migration, Azure 
Virtual Desktop, Azure Networking, and DevOps on GitHub. Protera 
has technical and strategic qualifications that no other service 
provider can match.  

http://www.protera.com/contact-us
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